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Short Communication

Free vaccinations and clinical history takings of the vaccine recipients:
reliable or not?
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ABSTRACT
Vaccination is a useful primary prevention against infectious diseases. In several countries, many infections are
endemic and vaccines are usually provided free of charge by the local governments to the people. For vaccination, the
assessment for the contraindication which is usually based on clinical history taking, is the primary requirement. Here,
the experiences on a recent situation of free influenza vaccination is discussed. This review was based on the clinical
history of 200 local patients who had attended a medical center in Bangkok, Thailand, during June 2018, asking for
free influenza vaccination according to the local Thai public health policies. According to this report, it is observable
that the clinical history taking is usually unreliable.
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INTRODUCTION
Prevention of the communicable infectious diseases is usually
the main activity of the national public health authorities in
most countries. According to the preventive medicine concept,
the primary prevention is preferable. Of several primary
prevention methods, giving vaccine aimed at an infectious
disease prophylaxis is proven as a useful primary prevention
technique. Vaccination is the useful prevention measure against
the endemic infectious diseases [1]. At present, there are many
vaccines against several communicable infectious diseases.
Such vaccines are available and used in any settings in order to
control the infectious diseases that are locally important public
health problems. As a macro-scale public health intervention,
the management of mass vaccinations is usually an important
topic for the governmental public health organizations. In
several countries, many vaccines are given to the local people
by the local governments without cost. For vaccination, the
basic assessment for the contraindication is usually achieved by
clinical history taking. Clinical history taking is the basic
clinical practice in medicine; nevertheless, the reliability of the
clinical history given by the patients is sometimes considered
problematic and might result in incorrect diagnosis [2]. In the
developing countries where the local people have low education
levels, incorrect data might be given. A good example is often
observed as unreliable histories of diet control in diabetic care
units which is a common problem in clinical practice and might

result in unwanted complications [3].
The pre-vaccination consultation about the indication and
contraindication of a vaccine is an important recommended
process [4]. During this process, the history taking is necessary.
For the vaccination, the safety of the vaccine recipient is an
important issue and the screening for indication and
contraindication by clinical history taking might be sometimes
problematic. Here, the experiences from a situation of free
influenza vaccination in June 2018 are discussed during which
the clinical history of 200 local patients were taken who had
attended a medical center in Bangkok to receive free influenza
vaccination, according to local Thai public health policies.
Based on these observations, the clinical history takings appear
to be often unreliable.

MATERIALS and METHODS
This report is based on clinical observations. The clinical
histories of 200 local patients who had attended a medical
center in Bangkok during June 2018 were assessed. The
patients had requested for free influenza vaccination according
to a 1-month period vaccination campaign of the local Thai
public health policies. All people were firstly screened by the
criteria for receiving free vaccination such as age (65),
according to the public notification distributed via social mass
media of the local Thai Ministry of Public Health. All
participants were within the focused age groups. According to
the local policies of the Ministry, the vaccination was assigned
freely to people suffering from important underlying diseases
including diabetes as well as cardiovascular, renal and
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cerebrovascular diseases. Each patient was asked for clinical
history in regards to personal illnesses and food/drug/vaccine
allergy. A comparison was conducted between the clinical
record of each patient in the Out Patient Department (OPD)
records and the answers to the clinical history takings which
were further analyzed and interpreted. Moreover, the diagnostic
property of clinical history takings as screening test versus the
reference method and clinical record data were calculated.
According to the diagnostic test statistics principle, the
sensitivity and the specificity were calculated. To calculate the
specificity and the sensitivity, the basic statistical analyses
according to the method for evaluation of the diagnostic test
were used [5]. Briefly, the sensitivity was evaluated as the
percentage of accurate positive diagnoses per overall positive
diagnoses and the specificity was assessed as the percentage of
accurate negative diagnoses per overall negative diagnoses.

regarding the personal illnesses usually results in false
negatives and the answers to the questions regarding
food/drug/vaccine allergies usually results in false positives. An
in-depth interviewing session was done for cases who gave
discrepant results. Of interest, all patients who gave false
negative answers to a question regarding their personal illnesses
mentioned that they feared of not getting free vaccination,
therefore, they told incorrect data. On the other hand, all
patients who gave the false positive answers to questions
regarding food/drug/vaccine allergies, gave the reason that they
intentionally expressed they had underlying allergy so they
could get a free vaccination. This is a major scientific evidence
on this issue regarding the unwanted patients’ behavior
regarding the clinical information giving to the attending
physician for vaccination.
Considering the details on the promoting information regarding
free influenza vaccination giving by the local Ministry of Public
Health, almost all contents mentioned free of charge
vaccination for the old patients but had no specific data
regarding the criteria of additional indications and
contraindication for enrollment into the free vaccination
program. When something is free, the local people usually are
willing to get it and they might tell a lie in order to get their
desired service. This might be a big problem in screening for
indication and contraindication for mass vaccinations. If there
are no proper previous records, the problem of obtaining
incorrect information from the clinical history takings can be
expected and it might lead to serious clinical problems with
respect to the vaccination. There is no doubt that some of
adverse side-effects of a vaccine observed in the developing
countries might be due to disguising of the clinical information
by the patients.
In Thailand, the focus is on promoting the availability of free
influenza vaccination [6]; however, there is no additional
concern regarding the way to control the safety use of the
vaccine. In fact, the unreliability of the clinical history
regarding vaccination is usually problematic. In a previous
report from the USA, many patients have falsely reported their
tetanus immunization status [7]. Despite the information from
the reliable sources such as medical students or medical
personnel, the clinical history of vaccination is still limited for
further referencing to the actual immunological status [8].
Wicker et al. have mentioned that “medical history alone is not
a reliable screening tool for immunity against the vaccinepreventable diseases studied [8]”. Nevertheless, the previous
report of Wicker et al. is not on Thai situation and not on
influenza vaccine. The present report shows new findings and
observations while the details of the reasons for non-reliability
are also presented in the current report. Many patients tend to
tell a lie in order to get a free vaccination and this reflects the
needs for health education against the importance of correct
medical history giving.
The background and the social culture of any settings have to
be recognized during promotion of a vaccination program. In
screening for indication and contraindication, the awareness of
the disguised data given by the patients should be recognized
by the public health practitioners. There should also be a good
system such as double check – recheck questionnaire for
screening such processes. In conclusion, a good clinical history
taking with repeated questioning and educational sessions
combined with reviewing clinical records should be the basic
requirement for primary screening for vaccination recipients in
any primary care center.

RESULTS
According to this study on overall 200 patients, there were
records on personal illness regarding the important underlying
diseases including diabetes, cardiovascular disease, renal
disease and cerebrovascular disease in 158 cases and there was
no record on food/drug/vaccine allergy. However, from the
clinical history takings, there was a discordance regarding the
patients’ answers (Table 1 and Table 2). For the personal
illnesses, the clinical history taking had a sensitivity and a
specificity equal to 36.7 % and 100 %, respectively. For
food/drug/vaccine allergy, the clinical history taking showed a
sensitivity and a specificity equal to 100 % and 88 %,
respectively.
Table 1. Relationship between the patients’ answers and their clinical
records, regarding their personal illnesses.
Results from clinical history
taking
Have
Not have

Results from clinical record data
Have
58
100

Not have
0
42

*in Table 1, the gold standard is hereby assigned as clinical record data and
the evaluated diagnostic test is clinical history taking. In this Table,
sensitivity is hereby equal to “[58/(100+58)] x 100” and specificity is equal
to “[42/(42 + 0)] x 100”.
Table 2. Relationship between the patients’ answers and their clinical
records, regarding food/drug/vaccine allergies.
Results from clinical history
taking
Have
Not have

Results from clinical record data
Have
0
0

Not have
24
176

*in Table 2, the gold standard is hereby was assigned to the clinical record
data and the evaluated diagnostic test was the clinical history takings. In
this Table, the sensitivity is hereby equal to “[0/(0+0)] x 100” and the
specificity is equal to “[24/(24 + 176)] x 100”.

DISCUSSION
According to this observation, there is an interesting high rate
of discrepancy between the information in medical clinical
records of the patients and their answers to the questions during
their history takings. It seems that the answers to the questions
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